Living in Space

Year 1738, a rainbow in the middle of light traffic in space. A blonde tall brave boy, was getting
chased by horrible alien police officers. Jeff’s heart was beating as fast as light, legs on fire, he could
hear the horses were going clickity clack behind him.
All of a sudden, a wheel fell off the police carriage.
“You need to go back inside, this is an illegal move! You will get fined up to 6,000 mukshigles if you
don’t go back inside!” the police shouted.
“I will never go back inside if it is the last thing I do!” exclaimed Jeff.
As he was gasping for air, he fell over wondering how? He kept tumbling for a while because of zero
gravity. A moment later, he came to a stop, he looked behind him to see what he tripped over on.
He had tripped on a skumshilumshus, a magic wand in space. He picked the wand up and he had a
brilliant idea!
His idea was to make a brick wall so it might stop them for a while. Despite his intelligence of magic,
he was unable to conjure a brick out of all the spells he knew.
“It is an easy spell why don’t know the spell? Ahhh!”
He knows he is in trouble now, so he just started to gallop onwards. To the best hiding spot he knew
of. The park…
He took cover in a tree, it was a leather backed tree. A super tall Everbrown, covered in brown
leather. Meanwhile, the police officers were trying to locate the suspect Jeff. The police were trying
to find him, but then a wild tree falls on them. Killing the police officers. All of a sudden a flaming
asteroid was going like a trillion miles an hour and was a big asteroid that would destroy everything
in its path going to kill every one.
All of a sudden I woke up shocked and sweating. Phew! It was just a dream. One question though,
who is Jeff?

